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The purpose of this study was to provide a description
of adolescents I perceptlons of their long-term hospitalization
and post-hospitalization experience. The study sample included
Len previously hospitalized adolescents (aged 13-18) who had
been hospitalized long-term (6+ weeks) at Shrj-ners Hospital
f or Crippled Children, Tr+in Cities Unit, a pediatric orthopedic
hospital. They were interv j-ewed by telephone to get their
perceptions of past hospltal experiences. SLudy findings
indicate that adolescent patients become very knowledgeable
about life in the hospital and what is allowed and expected
of them. Findings are consistent with the review of the
literature which indicated that, giving up independence and
accepting the care needed wh11e hospi tali zed long-term is
difficult for many. 0vera11, adolescents rated their long-
term hospitali zations as somewhat positive to very positive.
The intent of this study was to conLribut.e to the understanding
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OVERVIEI.I OF' TIIE PROBLEH
Psychosocial developmenL from early childhood, through
adolescence and into adulthood is shaped by a myriad of
events, ongoing circumstances, personal relationships, and
inherent strengths and weaknesses of the individual, Some
of these events are major and involve dramatic leve1s of
change and upheaval. In ConLrast, many events are minOr
and may, oD their oHn, exert relatively litrle impacL.
A crucial step in understanding the nature and effects
of life events entails the study of events during childhood
and adolescence.
Adolescence is often seen as a Eime of intense physical,
sexual and emoLional changes. Couple these changes wiLh
long-Lerm hospitalization and the potential is present for
stresses and uncertainty to arise.
Adolescent hospita1-j-zation has concerned health care
professionals for many years because of the potential impact
it may have on childrents psychological health and on fanily
functioning (Plnto & Francis, 1993).
Fer+ empirical studies have been conducted to determine
the influence of hospitaLi-zation on adolescentst psychosocial
processes because younger children are regarded as more
vulnerable, ECcording to Bolig et a1 " ( 1992 ) , r+ho conducted
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a self-report, retrospective study of 115 adolescents to
compare self-esteem and locus of control of never
hospitalized adolescents Lo that of adolescents hospitalized
during adolescence, prior to adolescence, and during and
prior to adolescence.
That adolescents may be vulnerable to the stress of
hospitalization is supported by one study in which emotional
disturbance was found to increase again during these years
(Gabriel & Danilowicz as cited by Bolig et a1,, 1992).
The majoriLy of studies have relied upon parental
report of behaviors. The importance of this study to the
knor+1edge base of adolescents and hospitalization is the
self-report,ing of perceptions by the adolescents themselves.
Fer., studies have utilized self-report measures either during
or following hospitalization.
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PURPOSE OF TIIE STUDY
Shriners Hospltal for Crippled Children helps
children r+ith problems of the bones, joints or muscles.
The hospilal staff treats specialized orthopedic cases,
such as osteogenesis imperfecta, spina bifida and cerebral
pa1sy. Shriners Hospital also provides medical care to
chlldren affllcted with orthopedic deformities, disease
or injuries, such as clubfoot and scoliosis. Children
from infancy to their lBth birthday (and in some cases
persons up to age 21) are eligible for medical
treatmenL.
The purpose of this study is to provide Shriners
Hospital f or Crippled Children, Tr.rin Cities Unit with
previously hospitalized adolescents' perceptions of their
long-term hospita1-l-zation and post-hospltali-zation
experience. In addition, this study r+i11
contribute to the understanding of adolescent long-term
hospitalization and adolescent adjustment during and
af ter hospital- i- zati-on .
The lmpetus for this study came from the Manager of
the fnpatient Care Unit at Shriners Hospital for Crippled
Children, Twin Cities Unit. She has identified a
need for additional- research on the subject of adolescentsr
perceptions of their hospitalization.
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KEY I{ORDS US ED I H STUDY
AdolescenL: a person between the ages of 13 and 18.
Long-Term Hospitalization : a continuous stay in








The primary questions to be researched are:
I What are the perceptions of ten previously hospitalized
adolescents regarding their long-term hospitaLization
and post-hospitalization experience?
According to the study subjects, what, if any thing
be done at Shriners Hospital for Crippled Children,







Two areas reviewed in the literature have particular
relevance to the topic of adolescentsr perceptions of
long-Lerm hospitaL:-zation and post-hosPitalization experience.
Those areas are adolescent development and child/adolescent
hospitali-zation.
ADOLESCE}IT DEVELOPHENT
Adolescent psychosocial development, such things as
relating to parenLs with nev/ independence, to friends with
new intimacy, to society with new commitment and to one-se1f
with new understanding helps a younB Person eventually
attain adult status and maLurity. Taken as a who1e, these
aspects of psychosocial development can best be understood
in terms of the adolescentt*.quest for identity.
fn the 1940s Erik Erikson became absorbed with the
question of identity, the individual's attempt to define
himself or herself aS a unique Person. In the past four
decades , Erikson has r+r it ten extensive 1y about, the search
f or identity as the primary task and cr j-sis of adolescence,
a crisis in r+hich the young person struggles to reconcile
a quest for tta conscious sense of individual uniquenesstr
with ttan unconscious striving for a continuity of
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experience and a solidarity with a group's ideals (Erikson,
1g6B). In the process of finding themselves, adolescenLs
must establish a sexual, mora1, political, religious, and
vocational identity that 1s relatively stable, consist'ent '
and maLure (Co1es, 1970) . Following Erikson t s lead ' many
other developmentalists have found the concept of identity
a useful one in understandinB adolescence.
Friends and family play a major role in an adolescentts
development. The soc j-alizing role of peers ' which begins
to emerge during the latter part of middle childhood, becomes
quite prominent during adolescence.
Adolescents help each other in many ways, with identity
formaLion, independence, and social ski11s. As John Coleman
(1980) explains, although "the peer group has a continuous
part to play j-n the sociali zation process during the whole
span of school and college years, there are undoubtedly
special factors operating during adolescence that elevate
the peer group to a positlon of unusual prominence.tt Coleman
finds three of these factors noLeworthy:
1. The physical and social changes typical of adolescence
cause the younB person to confront ne\+r experiences and
challenges to self-esteem. At such times, the peer
group can f uncti-on as a self -help group ' as a sounding6oard of conLemporarj-es who may be going through the
same sorts of struggles.
Z. A crucial task in adolescence is questioning the validity
of adult standards and authority. As a consequence'
at a time when uncertainty and self-doubt are greatest
and Support is most needed ' many adolescents findthemselves in an emotional position r+here it is dif f icult,
1
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if not impossible, Lo turn to their Parents.
such circumstances, iL is hardly surprising
play an unusuallY imPortant ro1e.
Adolescents need Lo experiment, discovering which of
their personality characteristics and possible behaviors
will be accepted and admired. This process of discover],
sometimes rewarding, sometimes painful and embarrassing,
is dependent on fhe involvement of the peer Eroup
(Coleman, 1980).
The importance of the family to the psychosocial
development of the individual is well recognized (Campbell,
1981). Numerous studies have shown substantial aBreersent
betr+een parenLs and adolescenLs on political, religious '
educational, and vocational opinions and values (Feather,
1980) , f n al-1 probability, this means that parental values
have a pohrerful impact on adolescents. Vitually every aspecL
of adolescent behavior is directly affecled for good or i11
by the family (Ano1ik, 1983).
Adolescence does not occur in a vacuum. Biologic,
demographic, histori-c, psychologic, socioeconomic, and
sociologic factors can modify the characterization of
typical develoPment.
In discussing the total heal-th and r+e11*being of the
adolescenL, it is important Lo l-ook at not only the
"typicaltt adolescent, but at the adolescent r+ho musL
incorporate the unknown or unexpected into their already
changing 1if e, The impact of hospitaLLzat j-on on adolescents





CH I LD lADOLESCEI{T HOSPITALIZATIOH
The reactions of children to a stay in the hospital,
with or without operative procedures, have been widely
reported and analyzed (Levy, 1945; Prugh et 81., 1953;
Robertson, 1958; Bowlby , 1 960; Sipowicz and Vernon , 1 965;
Skipper and Leonard, 1968; VisinLainer and I{o1f er, 1975) .
Although it is i-dealistic to think that a stay in the
hospital with or without an operaLion can occur with no
adverse reactions, it should be the aim of all hospital
caregivers to minimize the number and severity of adverse
reactions as r+e11 as to encouraBe those experiences that
can be maturing and of positive value (Thompson' 1985).
The state of being i11 is a stress situation for most
children (Langford, 198L). HospitaLization presents
additional tasks for a child to master when their capacity
to manage may be interfered with by their medical condition,
unfamiliar surroundings and the uncertainty of their
immediate future.
The vrays in which a child handles these stresses and
the anxiety and Lension provoked by them have been found
to be related to a number of factors: the aBe of the child
and the sEatus of his personality development at the time
of hospitalization; the child's past ways of dealing with
new and difficult situaLions; the immediate emotional
I
surroundings of his medical condition; the nature of the
condition, its acuteness, severity and durat.ion, the type
of symptoms; the degree of discomfort involved in diagnostic
procedures; the nature of the required medical and surgical
procedures, including the type of anesthesia and its
administration; the meaning of the 111ness in general to
the chi1d, his pre-existing feelings regarding health and
disease, his specific fears and fantasies; the attitudes
of the childrs family toward illness in general and the
parLicular medical condition of the child; the childts
relationship with physlcians, nurses and oLher hospital
caregivers, Lheir attltudes and feelings about children;
the nature of the hospital setting, its policies and
practices, the ability of the parents and other suPportive
persons to visit; and the type of preparation the child has
had for Lhe specific experience (Langford, as cited in his
Presidential Address delivered at the 1981 annual meeting
of Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center).
For a given child one or more of t,hese factors may be
significant in determining the degree of anxiety and tension
the child experiences. The severity of the impact on the
child of some of these situations may be ameliorated by
changes in the hospital policies and procedures. hIit.h others
a tempering of the childts adaptational tasks depends on
the awareness of anxiety or Lension producing factors on
the part of the hospital staff and taking these factors into
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account in the dealings with the child (Kashani et 81., 1985).
The age leve'l of the child may intensify their reaction
to the medical condition or its treatmenL. In the case of
adolescenLs who have achieved and stabilj_zed self-care
activiLies such as self-feeding, dressing, bathing or
toileting, the nursing care necessary may be quite uPsetting
(Lambert et d1. , as cited by Hamilton et a1. , 1983). These
functions of independent activity may be 1ost, and there
may be a struggle to avoid the loss of self-sufficiency.
GivinB up independence and acceptinB the necessary care may
be a very difficult task for some. Restriction of activities
necessitated by some medical condit,ions takes away from a
child a valuable channel of emotional discharge through
movement and motor activity (Bergman, 1945 ) . The resLrictions
may be accepted by the child initially, but may lead to
react.ions during convalescence or during long periods of
relative immobilization as with some orthopedic conditions
as discussed by Bolig, et 81. , L992 in an empirical study
that, was conducted to determine the influence of hospltal-
i-zation on adolescentsr psychosocial processes. The purpose
of the self-report, r€trospective study of 115 adolescents
was to compare the self-esteem and locus of control of the
never hospitalized adolescents to that of adolescents
hospitalized during adolescence, prior to adolescence and
during and prior to adolescence. No significant differences
were found between the groups; however, the findings did
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raise questions about the long-term effects of early
hospital :-zations, especlally among lower socioeconomic
status youth. Some children resist the restriclion of
activity; others overinhibit all activity and may be regarded
by the caregivers as t'ad justit gtt when there is actually
withdrawal and apathy (Doug1as, 1975).
As staLed by Langford, 1981 in his Presidential Address
delivered at the 1981 Annual Meeting of Columbia-PresbyLerian
Medical Center, some children become preoccupied with missed
time from school because of the hospitalization and show
concern about the possibility of school failure which might
be encountered in catchlng up with their classmates.
The 1eve1 of anxiety r+hich a given child may develop
as a result of the various significant threats and stresses
experlenced in the hospital sit,uation may vary considerably.
0ne may observe nothing, or anything from mild apprehension
to severe panic states. fn moderate to severe degrees this
apprehension or stress may complicate the medical condition
or effect 1ts course (Langford, 1981). The behavioral
f eatures represent the child t s attempt to master the situati-on
in which t,hey f ind themselves. These are of ten ref erred
to as reactions to illness or hospitaL:-zation, but they can
be understood with a greater clarity if looked on as a process
of attempting to master or manage a di-fficult life situation
(Compas, 1984) . The adaptational maneuvers may be successful,
useful and constructive processes. 0ther adaptations are
ftts51mt*nlr# ffim$$mgm LEhrarY
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less successf u1 and, Et times, may af.fect adversely the course
of the hospitali-zation or put roadblocks in the child's
working relaLionship with the physicians, flurses and other
caregivers (Peterson & Hamburg, 1986). There are a number
of adaptational patterns available to the child the ones
they use depend on their past ways of dealing with new and
difficult situations, the severity of the stresses which
they encounter and the nature of the hospital environment
in which they are placed (Langford,1981),
Pinto and Franci-s, in a 1993 study, examined the
relationship between self-reported depression and cognitive
style in adolescenL inpatients. Attributional sty1e,
perceived control over environmental events, and hopelessness
were assessed in 80 consecutive admissions to an adolescent
psychiatric uniL. Beck Depresssion Index scores were used
to classify patients as depressed or nondepressed.
Adolescents who reported depressi-on also reported
significantly more internal attributions for negative events
and less internal attributions for positive events, evidenced
a more external locus of conLrol, and described themselves
as significantly more hopeless than did the nondepressed
adolescents. Hopelessness and internal attributions for
negative events were the strongesL predictors of depressive
symptoms. Pinto and Francis also reported in this study
that regression to an earlier 1eve1 of emotional and social
adapLation is seen to some degree in hospitalized children.
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In acute illnesses, the reBression is aSSravated by the
enforced bedrest, nursing care' and other aspects of the
treaLment program which necessitate a loss of independence
and control of actions (Gong-Gry & Hammen,1980). With most
children the regression is relatively mild and short-1ived
and clears after the acute phase of the medical condition
has gone and convalescence begun (Hamilton & Abramson,1983).
The regression observed in the face of stress would appear
to be a sLrategic withdrawal for reBrouping of strengths
and the development of strategies to cope with the stress
situation for other adaptive behaviors emerge as the
regression abates (Pinto & Francis, 1993).
Some children handle the stress of illness and
hospitalization with rebellious, angry and aBgressive
reactions, The anxiety provoked by a difficult diagnostic
procedure may almost immediately result in an outburst of
aggression with the underlying panic difficult for the
caregivers to recognize (Lambert et a1., L977). Refusal
to cooperate with any of the prescribed procedures and
defiance of the hospiLal rules may, in some children, be
an effective way of handling their anxiety, Some children
may attempt to disown their feeling of resPonsibility for
their medical- condition or to manage the anxiety stemming
from other sources by expressions of hostile resentment toward
their parents, blaming them for the illness or attacking
them verbally for their failure to meet all demands which
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may be completely unreasonable (Hamilton & Abramson, 1983).
Some expressions of resentment and hostile attacks may be
made to the medical, trursing or other hospital staff.
The stresses of illness and hospital:-zation may lead
to various forms of denial in children of all ages (Mi11er
et a1., 1982). These include denial of being i11 at all,
r*ith insistence on the fact that they are well and ready
Lo go home, 0thers indulge in f antasies of being r+e11.
0ccasiona11y, a child is seen as being tttoo goodt' or
tttoo cooperativetr. These children accept in docile f ashion
everything that comes a1ong. They never complain or make
demands on their caregivers. They smile sweetly at every
approach but do not move out toward hospital staff.
Acquiring information or expression of feelings or fanLasies
from them is very difficulL. It would appear that these
children take no chance of having anyone become irritated
or angry with them. Basically, they seem to have difficulty
handling hostile or aggressi-ve feelings (Thompson, 1985).
These adaptive reactions usually clear when the child leaves
the hospital (Thompson, 1985 ) .
General pediatric experience has shown that most children
weather the experiences of hospitallzation and illness
surprisingly well (Langford, 1981 ). The children, when they
are r+e11, enter in the acLivities of the hospital unit.
They form friendships with other children and are responsive
to the nurses, physici-ans, and other hospital staf f . Their
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adverse reactions seem to be short-1ived as they learn to
master their emotions and adapt to the new and different
environment. Some children seem to come through a period
of hospitaLization more mature than they were before
(Wolfkind & Rutter, 1973).
Basically emotionally healthy children seek out
activities as soon as they are able (Prugh et a1., 1953).
They may enjoy helping hospital staff and/or caregivers in
routine tasks. These activlties not only help work off some
anxiety, but they may also assist in the developmenL of
identification with the medical or nursing staff (Lennings,
1993). fn this study by Lennings, the role of activity in
adolescent development was discussed. The paper exPlored
the notion thaL adolescence is a developmental stage, and
theref ore adolescent activi ty / r+ork values should be been
within this context. According to Lennings, that activity
is associated with personallty measures of self-esteem and
mood measures. Higher 1evels of activity resulted in higher
1eve1s of self-esteem and less mood disturbance.
It has long been known that children in hospitals tend
to do much better in groups than uhen isolated in private
rooms (Pinto & Francis,1993). This is particularly true
once the acute debilitating effects of illness are pasE.
The group process seems to take place whether children are
in bed or up and about (Langford, 1981 ) . The presence of
other children also helps bring an awareness that the hospital
16
and people rvho work there are helpful in restoring healLh
and alleviating pain and suffering. The recreational proBrams
that have been developed in many hospitals assist in the
group process as well as help the child ease back to their
rnore normal pursuiLs and acLivities. They lend structure
to the moLor outlets which enable the child to drain off
some of his tensions and reduce the difflculties of their
attempt to deal constructively with their anxieties.
In Summary, the literature on adolescenCe and
hospita !ization of children points to the importance of
looking at the adolescent in the conLext of their
developmental stage. HospiLaLi-zation, particularly long-
term, is seen as a potential stressor on a person who may
already be undergoing many changes including the move toward




In order to explore the research questions relating
to adolescentst p*rceptions of long..term hospital_izatr'on
and post-hospitalization experience, an exploratory study
was designed. PercepLions of previously hospitalized
teens were gathered through a telephone questionnaire.
Questionnaire responses included both qualitative and
quantitative data which were tabulated using nominal and
ordinal measures and analyzed using descriptive statistics.
All available data were anai-yzed to identify recurring
patterns and themes. Findings are summarized in narrative
form and illustrated with tables in the Findings section
of this study. Prior to the initiation of this study,
approval was given to proceed by the Augsburg College
fnstitutional Review Board (Appendix A), and by Shriners
Hospital f or Crippled Children, Tr+in Cities Unit (Appendix
B).




person between the ages of thirteen
d eighteen.
a continuous hospitali-zation
of six or more ueeks.
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SUBJECT SELECTIOH
The sample for this study was taken from the
population (n=35) of all patients admiLted to Shriners
Hospital f or Crippled Children, Tr+in Cities Unit over
a 31 month period (January, 1991 throuBh August, 1993)
who fit the study eligibility requirements'
Patients must have been between the ages of 13 and
1B during their hospitalization and had to have been
hospitallzed for six weeks or longer.
A list of eligible study subjects was generated
specifically for this study by the Manager of the
Medical Records Department at Shriners Hospital for
Crippled Children, Tr+in Cities Unit. A time f rame
of 31 months waS chosen to insure a sample of at least
ten study participants, assuming a 30U response rate.
The sample consisted of ten adolescents ranging
in age from 13 years 1 month to 18 years I months with
approximately 7Ofl being between the ages of 15 and
18 . The sample consisted of all sub jects rsho ret urned
the consent form (Appendix C) indicating their
willingness to participate in the study. There were
f ive f emales and f ive ma1es. Sub jects rilere
predominantly Caucasian, and all spoke and read English.
Length of hospital stay ranged from 53 days to 95 days.
l9
Geographically these subjects reside in the
midwestern United Statesl for+a, MinnesoLa, Nebraska,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin, and the upper
peninsula of Michigan.
Measures were taken to protect the study subjects
as required by the National Association of Social
tr{orkers Code of Ethics ( Append ix D) . A request f or
the use of human subjects in research was approved
by the Institutional Review Board of AuBsburg College
on March 21, 1994.
The consenL form stated that participation in
this sLudy r./as entirely volunLary. The sub jects were
free to withdraw from the study at any time, Subjects
were apprised of the potential emotional risks of being
involved in the sLudy. They could choose noL to discuss
any individual topic/question that felt uncomforLable
and move on to the next Lopic,
Conf identiality hlas stressed. No identif yinB
information was used in any part of the findings or
discussion of flndings. The data gathered for this
study were not made a part of any medical record at




Ini tia11y, contact was made with the eligible
study participants via the mai1. 0n March 22, 1994
an informational cover letLer about the study (Appendix
E), a sample questionnaire (Appendix F), and a consent
form was mailed to every elibible subject viLh the
instrucLions to return the consent form, signed by
both the study subject and a parent, if they wished
to participate in the study. If the consent form was
not returned, the subject was not contacted. After
the consent form was received by the researcher, a
copy was made and returned by mail to the study
participant, for their records. Telephone ca11s were
then made to each study partlcipant. The reason for
the phone call r,{as reiterated before the subjects were
asked to respond to the questionnaire. The subjects
were again informed of the voluntary naLure of the
study and given the oPporLunity to raise concerns or
ask questions before commencing with the questions.
At the conclusion of each interview the subjects were
thanked for parLicipating in the study. Phone ca11s
hrere made f rom Shriners Hospital f or Crippled Children,




All study subjects were asked to verbally
respond to the twelve-item questionnaire (Appendix
G ) , which was developed for this study to obtain
adolescentsr perceptions of their long-term
hospitalizaLion and post-hospitalization experience.
The questionnaire consisLed of both open..ended and
Likert scale items. QuesLions were designed to
elici-t responses in several areas; home and f amily '
social relations, Personal relations, adjustment
to school-, and social and recreational acLivities.
The questionnaire was not pre-tested due to






The research questions posed in this study will be
addressed in this secLion. The data were analyzed to
identify recurring patterns and themes. Twenty-nine percent
of all eligible subjects contacted responded to the
questionnaire (10 out of 35).
RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
What are the perceptions of Len previously hospitalized
adolescents regarding their long-term hospitali-zation
and post-hospitaltzation experience?
1
2 ,dccording to the study sub jects, what, if any thing
be done at Shriners Hospital for Crippled Children,
Cities Unit to better serve the study population?
can
Twin
Question one of the survey asked respondents to answer
the question, t'What was t.he best part, of being in the
hospital, and what made it the best parL?t' Consistentlyn
the answers given related to spending time with other
patients and being involved in mutual activiLies during
ttrecreatlontr time. Respondents stated that they en joyed
the ti-me made available to them to pursue activitj-es like
pool and board games. It was recommended that more ttrec tt
time be made available to patients.
Question Lwo asked, rrWhat was the worst part of being
in the hospital, and what made it the worst part?rf Several
dif f erent answers !rere given in response to this quesLion.
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Many responses had to do with the perceived loss of
independence and control, and Lhe lack of activities to
keep busy. Some answers illustrate other points;
"Conflicting schedules among departments, like
physical therapy and rec. "
"f didn I r get along with my roommates. They took
things too seriously. I couldnrt joke around or
anything. t'
ttf missed my f riends and f amily.tt
ttNo privacy, too many people checking on me. t'
ttBeing away f rom home f or so long was hard, tt
ttA 1ot of pairr. tt
Many of the respondents sLated that nothing could have
been done to lmprove this experience; that it was just the
naLure of long-term hospitaLization. 0ne male answered that
the hospital should allow adolescent patients to have more
freedom and choice in all aspects of care. This answer leads
into question number three which addressed hospital rules
regarding patient care. Every subject responded that there
were too many ru1es. 0ne respondent I s answer seemed to speak
for all respondenLs. She stated:
'rThe 1itt1e kids might need a 1ot of ru1es, but
the ol-der kids should be able to do more of what He
wanL. Itm not saying we didntt need rules. Looking
back, the rules seem ok, but at the time it seemed
like all responsibility was taken away from me.tt
Some of
dietary
the suggestions for change included















to theand giving the PatienLs access
machines.
Question number four asked the study participants r+hat
they thought the hospital did we11. Most answers had to
do wit,h the good care that they received and the overall
compeEence of the hospital staff. One respondent summed
it up this HaY:
ttThe
me
hospltal did a good job in all asPects of helPing
rec0ver. tt
Question number five, which is illustrated with tables,
asked the question, ttl,Jhen you think about your experience
in the hospital, who have been the people that you feel
understood what you had to say?tt Tables are in order of






ToLal responses will a1r+ays equal ten unless otherwise noted.
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TABLE 1
ltlhen You Think About Your Experience
In The Hospital, I{ho Have Been The People That You
Feel Understood ltlhar You Had To Say?
Understood


















As table one illustrates, adolescents rated other
patients as being most, understanding of what the adolescent
patient had to say. 1008 of the adolescents rated other
patients in the ttunderstoodrr category. [.Jhat also can be
seen in the table is that there was no difference betr+een
male and female responses.
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TABLE 2
l{hen You Think About Your Experience
In The IIospi tal , Who Have Been The People That You
Feel Understood What. You Had To Say?
Understood
4
Total: 8 (807") 2 (207")

















The recreation/child life department staff members
were rated second, behind other patients, as understanding
what the adolescents had to say. 807" of the respondents
gave the rec/chi1d life department the highest rating
possible. There was no difference between male and
female responses. (table 2)
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TABLE 3
When You Think About Your E*perience
In The Hospital, Who Have Been The People That You





















Parents r*rere rated third, behind other patienLs and
recreation/child life staff , by adolescents in response
to question number five. |Afl of the respondents, all
f emal-e, gave parents the highest rating (5). 6AZ of the
respondents, including 1002 of the ma1es, gave parents
the second highest rating available (4). These results




trlhen You Think About Your Experience
The Hospital, Who Have Been The People That You



















Residents, who were rated separately from doctorS,
received the next highest ratings after parents ' L}fr of
the respondents, all femaLe ' Save residents the highest
rating available. 80U of the respondents gave residents




When You Think About Your E*perience
fn The Hospital, Who Have Been The People That You
Feel Understood WhaL You Had To SaY?
Understood
1
Total: 5(10O7") Total N ResPonding 5
Five adolescents, two female and three ma1e, rePorted
having had contact with the orthotics/prosthetics deparLment
staff while hospitalized at Shriners Hospital for Crippled
Children, Twin Cities Unit. 100U of the respondents rated
the 0 & P staff as fa11-ing betlreen ttunderstood somewhatfr
and ttunderstoodtt. There was no dif f erence in the responses
of male and female respondents. Table number five illustrates
these findings.














When You Think About Your Experience
In The Hospital, Who Have Been The People That You




















Total: 1(10U) 7(707") 2 ( 207")
Table number six illustrates adolescents t views
of how vel1 they felt social workers understood them.
The majority of the resPondents, 7}fl, felt that social
workers rated a f,our, which f a1ls betr.{een ttunderstoodtt
and ttunderstood somewhattt. 10% of the respondents f e1t
that social workers rated a f ive, which is ttunderstood".
T\fl felt that social workers rated a three, which is
ttunderstood somewhatfr. Females rated social Horkers slightly
higher than did ma1es.
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TABLE 7
When You Think About Your E*perience
In The Hospital, Who Have Been The People That You





















5OZ of the respondents gave physical therapists a
rating of 4, falling between ttUnderstood somewhaLtt and
ttundersLoodtt. The remaining 507" of the respondents gave
physical therapists a rating of 3, r+hich translates to
ttunderstood somewhatrt. There was a very slight dif f erence
between male and female responses, with females giving a
slightly higher rating to physical therapists than did the




1^lhen You Thlnk About Your E*perience
fn The Hospital, Who Have Been The People That You



















Total: 4 (4oU ) 6 ( 60Z )
Table number eight illustraLes adolescentst vieHS
of how well nurses understood what, they had to say. 602
of respondents felt that nurses ttunderstood somewhatrt.
4OZ of the respondents felt that nurses rated a four,
which fa11s between t'understoodrr, which is a f ive and
ttunderstood somewhdttt, which is a three. Females rated
nurses slightly higher than dld ma1es.
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TABLE 9
When You Think About Your E*perience
In The Hospital, Who Have Been The PeopIe That You






















Doctors were perceived as least understanding of all
categories of caregivers as rated by the adolescents,
The ratings, however, uere still quite favorable. Females
were more 1ikely to respond that doctors understood what




All of the subjects in this study had been hospitalized
prior to the long-term hospitalizaLion that made them
eligible for this study. Several adolescents said that
previous hospital :rzations had gotten them used to coming
and going from the hospital. In answering question number
six, eight out of the ten respondents said that they found
1t difficult to go home after their first hospitalizat ion.
Subsequent hospita Ll zations were easier to deal r+ith
according Lo questionnaire respondents, No recommendations
were made as to how the hospital could have helped with
the transition.
The anShIerS to question number Seven ' 
ttHow long did
it take you to get used to being back at home?'r, rsnged
from no time at all to Several weeks. Once again ' no
recommendations were made as to how the hospital staff
could have he1-ped with the readiustment.
In responding to question number eight, all subjects
reported having siblings aE home. Only one respondent
stated that her relationship with siblings changed once
she returned home from the hospital ' She said that her
relationships vrith her siblings (three sisters) got better
after she returned home because she was in pain before she
wenL into the hospital and had been less tolerant of her
sisterst behaviors. She felt much betLer when she goL home
from the hospital, and 1itt1e annoyances didn 
t t set her off
anymore.
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School is an important part of an adolescentrs 1ife.
It provides a forum for peer relationships and socia1-:-zation
processes to be carried out. auestion number nine asked
about school and school relationships. A11 respondents said
that it took some time to get used to being back in school.
Most respondenLs felt that they had missed ouL on school
activities, and felt as if they had fa11en behind other
students. The five female respondents noted that they missed
peer relaLionships while the male respondents stated that
Lhey missed activities. Males f e1t that peer r'elationships
were unchanged when they returned home. Those responses also
speak to question number ten which looks at peer
relationships.
Question number eleven was designed to elicit a general
impression of hospital services from the adolescents. When
asked, "If you could te11 someone only one thing about your
experiences in the hospital, what would that one thing be?",







on who I te11. If I told my parents,
e that I spent too much time in the
If I told my friends, it would be that
a few hot nurses.tt
good care of me.tt
were f un. t'
ttI rea11y en joyed t rec I time, it was a 1ot of f un. tt
ttThe f ood hras awf u1. tt




Question number twelve, tt0rera11, how would you
your experience in the hospital?t', is illustrated in
number 10.
TABLE 10






















100U of the responses fe11 between somewhat positive and
very positive. Females were more 1ike1y to rate their
overall experience in the hospital as very positive.
Questionnaire results are discussed in the next




The adolescents involved in this study vlere enthusiastic
and supportive of Lhe study. They showed a high 1eve1 of
interest and concern about the study objectives. Many
of the sLudy subjecLs stated that they hoped that this
study would be beneficiaL to future patients. All of the
adolescents involved in this study had some reaction to the
experience of long-term hospiLalization. A11 study subjects
reported having numerous hospitalizations involving a variety
of experiences r+ith a variety of medical conditions.
Questionnaire results indicate that adolescent, patients
become very knowledgeable about life in the hospital and
what is allowed and expected of them. Based on responses
given, adolescents seemed to know a good deal about hospital
policy and procedure rr'here their care was concerned.
The study findings are consistent r+ith the review of
the literature which indicated that giving up indePendence
and accepting the necessary care while hospitalized long-
term is a difficult task for many. Another recurring theme
identified concerns the rules governing adolescent care.
Adolescent perceptions indicate ttoverkillrt where hospital
rules and reBulations are concerned. Rules uere seen as
necessary, holrever too many rules seem to defeat the PurPose.
Defiance and rebelliousness may arise vrhen adolescents feel
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as if all control is taken aviay. Acting out behaviors may
be their way of regaining some sense of responsibility and/or
control. Long-term dietary restrictions seemed to be a point
of concern for the majority of subjects questioned, as we11.
Also consistent with the review of the literature is
that adolescents seek out activities as soon as they are
able, All of the adolescents stated that they enjoyed
ttrecreationtt time and the interaction with other patients.
This finding also lends itself to the thinking that children
do better in groups thaL when isolated. As the literature
states, adolescence is a time when sociali-zation and Peer
relationships are very important.
Although adolescence is often seen as a time when
conf licts r+ith parents arise, f indings show parents to be
an important support for hospitalized teens. Parents,
second only to other patients, were seen as understanding
r+here the adolescents and Eheir hospitalizations rvere
concerned.
Nurses and doctors were perceived by the adolescents
as being l-east understanding. Both doctors and nurses may
be seen as authority figures the ones who take away control
and responsibil-ity. Nurses may be seen as the t'enf orcerstt,
thus receiving the brunt of any defiant or rebellious
behaviors. An interesting, not anticipated finding Has that
the adolescents thought of doctors and residents separately.
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Residents were seen as more understanding Lhan doctors.
This may be because residents often have more time to spend
with patients, and they are usually closer in aBe to the
adolescents.
Although many adolescents staEed that both returning
home and returning to school required an adjustment period,
no recommendations were made as to how hospital Personnel
could have facilitated the readjustmenL Process.
In analyzing female responses versus male responses
to questionnaire items, there does not seem to be a great
difference in the answers. Females seem to put a bit more
emphasis on relationships with their parents. They also
reported missing relationships in school vhile males stated
that they f e1t Lhey were misslng ouE on act,ivities,
0vera11 , adolescents I percept ions of their long-term
hospltaLization and post-hospitalization experience r,Iere
rated as somewhat positlve to very positive. Shriners
Hospital for Crippled Children, Twin Cities Unitts goal of
providing the besL possible care seems to be very much in
evidence when looking at the results of the study.
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LIHITATIOHS
As rsith any research study, this study has
limitations. The study sample is sma1l (time constraints
made it impossible to involve a larger sample), and
medically speci.fic. Adolescents were primarily
Caucasian, which limits the generalizabilit,y of
findings to ethnic and racial groups within the study
populaLion. Findings are limited Io the ten subjects
involved in this particular study and cannot be
generalized to the entire population.
Given the limited geographic area covered by the
study, the sample is quite homogeneous. Also, as
subjects uere able to volunteer for this study, it
is possible that the participants who volunteered had
a more positive experience in the hospital and were
more willing to be included in this study. This may
bias t.he results in favor of adolescents r+ho had more
favorable perceptions of their long-term hospitaLization
and post-hospitalization experience.
Although Rubin and Babbie (1989) report that for
years telephone surveys had a rather bad reputati-on
among professional researchers, this method is now
seen as acceptable. A personal interview with each
part,icipant would possibly be more effective than
conducting this study by telephone. It is believed
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that the more personal the inLerview, the more honest
the participanLs will be (Rubin & Babbie, 1989).
Another area of concern is the Possibility t.hat
other factors may have affected the participants'
moods r+hi1e completing the questionnaire. The
participants' emotional state and physical state at
the time that they completed the questionnaire may
have been subjec t to outside influences . Human emot ions,
thought processes and motives are hard, if not
impossible to categorize and explain.
In summdt!t the informaLion that is presented in
this study, while important and relevant to the field
of social work, is limited and cannot be generalized to





Hospitalization, particularly long-term can be a
stressfu1 situatlon for adolescenLs and their families '
As stated previously, it is probably idealistic to think
that a stay in the hospital can occur with no adverse
reaCtions. t{e Can, hOwever r mlnimize such reaCtiOnS.
With the cooperation of hospital staff and patient support
systems, Ettempts should be made to provide care and suPport
that are in the best interests of each individual patient.
The following recommendations result from the findings
of this study.
It is importanL for all caregivers to have an
understanding of adolescent development and related theori-es.
It is particularly important for primary caregivers--nurses
and doctors--to have an understanding of adolescent behavior
and development. AdolescentS, r+ho are in the Process of
attaining independence, may become resistant to auLhority
when independence is threatened and may display Ehat
resistance. Hospitali-zal-ion may also be resenEed by
the adolescent because iL tends to force regression. Sexual
identity and attractiveness are ofEen a preoccupation with
the typical adolescent,8s we11, and may add to Lhe problems
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or concerns that arise during a stay in the hospital' Care-
givers must be able to recognize ttnormalrr and expected
reactions and behaviors in response to these situations'
The adolescentts general emotional reaction to hosPi ta Ii zaLion
r+i11 be the result of complex factors including self-
confidence, trust in parents and health professionals,
anxiety displayed by others in regard to their medical
condition, preparaLion for hospitalizaLion, and support
from family and healfh professionals during hospitalization '
Caregivers musL be able to reCognize constructive and
essentially healthy adaptive patterns and suPport those
paEIerns, Unhealthy, maladaptive patterns can be recognized
ear1y, and attempts should be made to help the adolescent
to develop more effective and constructive ones '
Throughout this study the importance of parental
support in addition to other adolescent support systems
has been stressed, As adolescenLs often take their cues
f rom their parents, ParenLs shoul-d be encouraged to become
as involved as feasibly appropriate where their childts
medical care is concerned. Meeting the emotional needs of
the child often means meeting the emotional needs of the
parents. Hurses seem to be in the best position to Prepare
parents for Potential stressors that might impact their
childrs hospitaLLzation. If parents are able to decrease
their anxietl, they would be able to direct more effort toward
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reassuring and comforting their child while hospitalized.
Another recommendation that, resulted from the findings
of this study is to help the adolescenLs help themselves.
A11ow and encourage them to mainLain some control and
responsibility regarding their hospitalization. Give some
of the power back to the adolescents. Take seriously any
concerns or suggestions the adolescent makes. This does
not mean giving in to each and every demand made of the staff,
but it does mean validing the thoughts and feelings of the
patient. If something proposed by the adolescent patient
is not feasible, that should be explained in rational, adult
language not in a condescending manner.
Adolescents should also be included in the planning
and carrying out of ttteen groupt'. This may be seen as a
more positive group process if the adolescents have more
lnput into the planned activities.
It is important to have outlets to relieve stress
physically. It has been reported 1n the literature, and
in this study t,he importance of ttrecreationtr Lime.
Adolescents should be encouraged to participate, within
appropriate boundaries, in activities that help relieve
the stress of inactivity. In additlon this recreation time
supports the camaraderie among patients, which was found
in this study to be of utmost importance to the adolescent
patient.
q)
Hospital staff should be aware that adolescents are
noL only adjusting t-o life in the hospital and the outside
wor1d, they are also adjusting to intrinsic developmental,
biological, hormonal and oEher chanBes within themselves.
The total attitudinal setting of the hospital is
important. This includes noE only the ski11s of the
professional staff , but the attitudes about and feelings
for children and adolescenls of the non-professional staff
and everyone vho comes in contact with the patient and their
parents. These attitudes and feelings should be taken into
account during the Process of hirinB hospital staff '
HospitalizaEion af.fects adolescents noE only while in
the hospital but after they return home. According to study
findings, adolescents report having a readjustmenE period
to home and school after hospital discharge. At the time
of discharge, parents should be made aHare of possible
changes in the behaviors of their children for a time.
They should be reassured that these changes are normal, and
to call if problems or concerns arise.
Final1y, some mention must be made of the qualiEy care
provided by the staff of Shriners Hospital- for Crippled
Children, Twin Cities Unit. Recommendations vould not be
compleLe without a quote from one of the adolescents who
participated in this studY;
"They helped me through a very di-fficult time, and
provided me with the best care possible. f
go through more than any kid should have to
through, but I feel that I wouldn't be the







Caregivers must cont.inue to provide quality patient
care keeping in mind that each child is an lndividual and
should be treated as such. For as short a tlme as you are
involved in each childts 1ife, you touch them and they
remember,
IHPLICATIOHS FOR SOCI AL I{ORf, PRACTICE AND POLICY
Social workers should take the results of thls study
into account when provlding services to adolescents undergoing
a long-term hospitalization. The hospital social worker
has a responsibility to become aware of concerns raised by
the population which they serve. The population served
includes not only the adolescents, but the families and
other support systems of the adolescent. 0n a macro-1eve1,
social workers should advocate for children and families
by supporting policies and programs that are in the best
interest of the hospitalized adolescent, and their family.
Impllcations of this study affect not only social work
practice, but overall hospital functioning. A11 hospital
personnel shoul-d take into consideration the results of this
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study when interacting with adolescents undergoing a long-
term hospitaltzation. Study results could also be useful
when creating or updating Shriners llospital Policies and
procedures involving this poPulation.
Most imporLantly, this sLudy focused on the perceptions
of the adolescents, os reported by the adolescents. To gain
an understanding of this population the adolescents must
be included in Ihe information gathering process. Adolescents
should be allowed Lo of fer input ,rhen decisions are being
made about currenL and future care.
RECOHHEHDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
It appears that there are many areas surrounding the
issue of childladolescent hospitaLi-zation that could be
addressed.
Many of the participants in this sLudy have been
patients in the Shriners Hospital system for ten or more
years. It would be inLeresting to fol1ov future patients
throughout their entire hospitalization. According to the
literature, there continues to be a need f or r+e11-designed
longitudinal studies. trrlith a study of this sort, it would
be possible to map the adolescentsr medical conditions that
have been antecedents 1n chi ldhood as r+e11 as the onset of
behaviors that are manifested in adulthood.
4B
Another possible area of sLudy is research based on
specific medical conditions. 0ne exarnple of this is limb
length discrepancy and subsequent treatment utilizing a
fixator. This study dld noL take into accounL specific
medical conditions as a variable. Literature shorvs that
the reason for hospitaLization is an important factor in
how an adolescenL reacts Lo their hospitalization.
This study addressed adolescentst purceptions of
long-term hospitalization and post-hospitalrization experience.
It r+ou1d be beneficial to Shriners Hospitals Lo design a
similar study to address the same issues with younger
children. ft has been stated previously in this study that
most research in Lhe area of child and adolescent
hospitalization has relied predominantly upon parental
reporting of behaviors and perceptions.
Although many questions remain unanswered, it is
hoped that the impetus has been given to Lhe already
progressing development of psychologically sound programs
at shrlners HospiLal for crippled children, Twin cities
Unit by all members of the medical team concerned with the




The purpose of this study 1^'as to provide Shriners
I{ospital for Crippled Children, Trvin Cities Unit r+ith a
description of adolescentsr perceptions of long*term
hospi taLization and post-hospit alization experience .
The findings of thls study appear to answer the
research questions asked. The findings also pose other
questions for future investigation.
The preceding study is only an-exploratory one,
leading to future investigaLions which may replicate or
elaborate on Lhis study. The goal of this research and
future research is and should continue to be to make
available the best possible care to patients through the
efforts of hospital personnel as well as parents and other
supporL systems.
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lrle are writing to you on behalf of Hary Jo Kacvinsky, HSIC graduate
student at Augsburg College. Mary Jo 1s completlng her fi;1d
placement at our hospital. She will be conducting a research
study at Shriners Hospital for Crippled Children Iit1"d,Adolescents' Perceptions of Long-TLim Hospitallzation and Post
Hospi ta 1 lzation E*perience.
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after her field placement ends. You may call elther of us
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You are invited to be in a research study involving adolescents'
perceptions of long-term hospitalization and post*hospitaLization
experience. You were selected as a possible participant because
you are 13 or older and have been hospitalized for six weeks or
more. I ask that you read this form and contact me at home at
(0tZ )gqZ-7229 (a coltect calt is fine), or ar vork (OtZ)335-53T8
if you have any questions. This study is conducted by Mary Jo
Kacvinsky, a graduate student at Augsburg College in Minneapolis.
Mary .lo is also a Fami ly Services intern at Shriners Chi ldren's
Hospital.
BACKGROUND INFORHATION
This project has two purposes. The first purpose is to provide
you the opportunity to give input regarding your hospitali zaLion.
The goal of this project is to use your input Lo provide better
patient care in the future. The second purpose is to provide me
with inforrnation for my Masters in Social Worlr thesis on
adol escents ' percept i ons of 1 ong- term hospi ta 1 i zat, i on and post-
hospi ta l iza tion exper ience. I hope to talk r+i th a number of
individuals like you to learn about your experiences in the
hospi ta1 .
PROCEDURES
It is up to you whether you would like to participate or not.
Your decision whether or not to participate in this project will
not affect your current or future relationship with Shriners
Hospitals or Augsburg Col1ege. If you decide to participate, you
are free to wi thdraw at any t ime wi thout affect ing those
relationships. If you would like to participate, please sign the
enclosed consent form and return it in the stamped, sel f-addressed
enve 1 ope .
r wirl contact each participant by phone once r have
s igned consent form. Though r wi 1 I be taking noLes
conversation, the conversations will not be taped.
rece ived your
during each
RTSKS AND BEHEFITS OF BEING IN THE STUDY
Thls project has some potentlal enotional risks to you. I realize
that discussing your hospltallzatlon may bring up feellngs or
experlences that are not positlve for you. It may be difflcult to
share some of that informatlon with me. You are uelcone to share
whatever you feel comfortable sharlng. you may choose not to dlscuss
and topic(s) that feel uncotnfortable, and may nove on bo another
toplc vithout necessarily dropplng out of the study. I vl11 be
prepared to provide information on support resources or contactyour current support service in the case thaL the int,erviews
make it apparent that support or other helping services are needed.ft is my hope that the feedback gathered throuqh this project will
have a positive impact on care providers vho work 'rith holpitalizedadolescents, thus providing better care in Lhe future.
CONFIDENTIALTTY
The records of this study wi 11 be kept private.
wi 1 1 not become part of your med ical records at
Your name wi 1 1 not appear wi th any informat ion
ass ign numbers instead of names to al 1 wr i tten
interview records r+ilt be kept in a locked fite
and will be destroyed upon the completion of my
CONTACTS AND QUESTIONS
The researcher conducting
feel free to contact Mary
(otz )gqz-7229. Tony Bibus
Mary .Jo,s thesis advisor.
additional needs that Mary
th i s study i s Ma ry Jo Kacvi nsky .
Jo with any questions you may have
at Augsburg College (AtZ ) 330-1746
He may be contacted if you have
,Io i s unabl e to meet .
These interviews
Shriners Hospi tals.
about your ds I witt
information. All





YOU WTLL BE GIVET{ A COPY OF THIS FORI'I TO KEEP FOR YOTIR RECORDs.
STATEHENT OF CONSENT
I have read, or have had read to ffi€r the above information. f haveasked any questions I have and have received ansrers. I givepermission for the content of my conversations to be used by MaryJo in her thesis proj ect regarding adolescents' perceptions oflong-term hospitalization and post-hospitalization exp.rience. rconsent to participate in the proj ect.
PATIENT ' S SIGNATURE




SIGNATURE OF RESEARCHER DATE
APPEilDIT D
NASI{ CODE OF RESEARCE ETIIICS
The National Association of Social ltrorkers
has published a code of ethics in which scholarship
and research are covered in six ethical guidelines.





The social !rorker engaged in a
should consider carefully
consequences for hurnan beings.
research study
its possible
The social worker engaged in a research study
should ascertain Ehat the consent of
participanLs in t,he study is voluntary and
informed without any implied deprivaLion or
penalty for refusing to participate, and with
due regard for participantsr privacy and
dignity.
The social worker engaged in a research study
should protect participants from unwarranted
physical or mental discomfort, distress, harm,
danger or deprivation.
The social worker r+ho engaBes in the evaluation
of services or cases should discuss them only
for professional purposes and only with persons
directly and professionally concerned with
them.
Data obtained about participants in a research
study should be treated as confidenLial.
The soc la1 worker should take credit only for
work actually done in connection with scholarly
and research endeavors and credit. contributions
made by others.







5h ri r?offi ltoryitol s for Cri p ptd Cfuldrtn
2025 East River Road, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414 . (612) 33S-S3ffi
Dear Parents,
Mary Jo Kacvinsky, a Family Services intern at Shriners
Hospitals, is conducting a research study on adolescents'
perceptions of long-terrn hospi balization and
post-hospitalization experience. Your child has been
identified as being 13 or more years old and been
hospitalized at Shriners Hospitals for six weeks or more.
She would like to contact you to ask you and your child some
questions about your chi 1d's hospital izafion see the next

















ether you trould like to partieipabe or
r no obligation to participate and this
ur care here at Shriners. If you l*ant to
e complete the enclosed authorization form
he self-addressedr stamped envelope
letter. By signing thisr fou state that
be contacted and your name and phone
en to Mary Jo.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Mary




,J oh orl r M. D.
Chief of S ff
RAY ORDINACHEV








RESEARCH STUDY SAHPLE QUESTIOHHATRE






How long did it take you to readjust to
Could the hospltal have done something
used t.o being back at home?
was the worst part of being in the hospital?
could have been done Lo improve this experience?
being at home?
to help you get
How long did it take you to readjust to being
Could the hospital have done something to help





Was your relationship to your peers (people
age) different when you returned home from
If so r how?
your own
the hospital?
How do you feel about the rules
for you? What would you change






Perceptions of Long-Term Hospitali zalion







was the best part of being in the hospitaL? What
it the best part?
What was the worsL part
could have been done to




do you feel about the rules that t.he
you? What would you have changed if
hospltal seL
you could?
4. What do you think the hospital did r+e11?
5 When you think
who have been













about your experience in the hospital,















he hospital for more than six weeks,
difficult to leave the hospital and
what could the hospital have done to
back at
to help
7 How long did it take you to get used to being
home? Could the hospital have done something
you with this readjustment?
B Do you have brothers
you? If so, how did
relationships?
and/or sisters living aL home with




did it take you to
Could the hospital
this readjrstmenL?
get used to being back
have done something to
in
he 1p
10. Was your relationship to
age) different when you
If so, how?
your peers (people your own
returned home from the hospltal?





someone only one thing about your
hospital, what would that one thing
te 11
the
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